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CONTACT: AnnaLiisa Benston, (404) 664-8165

FAMOUSONMARS X SUSIE MAG
INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION / POP UP

New York, October 11, 2017 – Famousonmars is extremely excited to partner with Susie Magazine for
the Satellite Art Show, 2017. Each day, patrons who visit the booth will find something new to take part in
- a rotating array of wearable art objects, a zine nook with feminist publications available to peruse and
purchase, and fine art objects with a strong participatory component. The Famousonmars X Susie Mag
booth is a feminist multi sensory installation not to be missed!
FAMOUSONMARS is an interactive installation created by fine artist AnnaLiisa Benston. It features art
work, wearable art objects, and typically live tattooing with a strong focus on feminism, inclusiveness, and
social codification. The presentation, for Satellite Art Fair during Miami Art Basel, will act as one part arts
installation and one part pop up shop where everything is for sale and most objects are meant to be worn.
AnnaLiisa Benston lives and works in Brooklyn, N.Y. Famousonmars is an arts project that lives primarily
online through social media. She uses online platforms as a tool for collaboration, real time feedback,
sales, and networking. This keeps Famousonmars constantly charged and ever changing. She holds her
BFA in Painting from Pratt Institute and her MFA in Fine Arts from SVA. This will be her fifth time showing
work for Miami Art Basel and her second installation for Satellite Art fair. Her work has been seen in
galleries such as The Hole and Kunsthalle Galapagos and featured in publications for Lady Gunn
Magazine, Social Decay, Miami News, Artnet, Hyperallergic, and Bushwick Daily.
SUSIE MAGAZINE is a bi-annual creative print publication that presents cutting edge interdisciplinary
work. They are focused on creating an equal platform to highlight, empower, and amplify women, trans,
and nonbinary voices that are traditionally ignored in mainstream media.
“We strive to be inclusive online, in print, and at events.”
Artists in collaboration include Jessica Pettway, Keiko Nabila, Olivia Jane Huffman, S
 ophie Parker, Cute
Fruit Undies, Whatever21, Isly, and LA Kawaii.
Independent Feminist Press nook include Susie Magazine, Tom Tom Mag, Got a Girl Crush, Crybaby,
Math, Bushwick Review,The Bettys, Keiko Nabila, OOMK, Women Artists, and Brujas.
--WHERE:  Satellite Art Show , 7410 Ocean Terrace, Miami Beach, FL 33141
BOOTH: 110
WHEN:  December 7 - 10, 2017
IG:  @famousonmars  /  @susiemagazine
Websites:  www.famousonmars.space  /  https://www.facebook.com/susiemagazine/
CONTACT:
AnnaLiisa Benston
annaliisa@famousonmars.space
4046648165
Susie Magazine
susiemagz@gmail.com

